In this paper we study the compact and convex sets
Introduction
Given a constant > 0 and a measure µ on a domain Ω ⊆ R N , the classical irrigation problem considered in [5, 4, 20, 8, 18, 21, 17, 6, 13, 14] consists in minimizing
( 1.1) over all the compact and connected sets Σ such that H 1 (Σ) ≤ . Here dist(x, Σ) := inf{|x−y| : y ∈ Σ}. Whereas the topological configuration [8] and the blow up limits [18] are now well understood, the optimal regularity for the minimizer remains an open question. In particular it is still not known whether a minimizer could admit or not a point at which the blow up limit is a corner (we call them "corner points", see [18] ). It is worth mentioning that possible existence of such corner points is the crucial fact that makes any regularity result difficult to obtain (see [13, 14] ).
In this paper we concentrate on a slightly different but related problem. Instead of minimizing among one-dimensional sets Σ (that traditionally represent an irrigation network), we minimize here among solid bodies K, that are moreover convex. More precisely, given some constants λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ (0, +∞], a domain Ω ⊆ R 2 and a positive measure µ (for most of our investigation, µ is the Lebesgue measure L 2 ), we consider the class of admissible sets A := {K ⊆ Ω, K compact and convex}, and the problem min K∈A F(K) + λ 1 V ol(K) + λ 2 P er(K), (1.2) where F is still the average distance functional defined in (1.1).
Here λ 1 or λ 2 could be 0 (but not both of them), which let us the freedom to choose the constraint that we want to study. We are particulary interested by the problem with volume constraint. For this problem the convexity constraint on K is crucial to hope to obtain non trivial minimizers, and we are able to exclude smooth points of positive curvature (Theorem 21). The proof uses the second order derivative of the average distance functional F, which itself rely on the second derivative of the distance function along smooth vector fields stated here as a general Lemma (Lemma 13) and which is interesting on its own. In particular it seems that our functional satisfies some concavity properties as studied in [3] .
We would like to emphasis that according to our knowledge, this second derivative (i.e. Lemma 13) is new and may be interesting for other purpose, like for the classical average distance problem. This is probably one of the main results of this paper. It can be seen for instance as a complement of [4] , where the first order is computed.
The problem becomes different if we assume an additional perimeter constraint (i.e. minimizing with both perimeter and volume constraints). As we shall see later, in this case one can argue as Tilli [21] to prove that any bounded convex domain is a minimizer (Theorem 8) . This is interesting enough because it provides existence of minimizers for the average distance functional, with appropriate constraints, that actually admit corner points. As was said before, this fact remains an open question for the original irrigation problem mentioned in the first paragraph above.
The main motivation for studying Problem (1.2) is principally theoretical. Our goal is to learn more about the properties of the average distance functional and its minimizers. On the other hand akin to the irrigation problem, it might not be difficult to find some applications of Problem (1.2). A possible interpretation could be that K represents an artificial lake, that a mayor wants to dig in his city. The surface of the lake is prescribed and for some reasons, purely esthetic say, he wants this lake to be convex. Then the mayor wants this lake to be the closest to everyone in average in his town, according to the density of population. Therefore, to find the optimal shape of the lake he needs to solve Problem (1.2).
In Section 6 we approximate the functional by Γ-convergence in view of numerical computations (Theorem 31). However, the convexity constraint makes those computations difficult to implement in practice with a computer. For this convergence we use the well-known fact that the distance functional is the limit as p → +∞ of the p-Compliance functional as it was shown in [7] . This fact is also theoretically interesting because it emphasis the link between a purely geometric problem involving the distance functional with an analytic problem involving the p-Laplace operator.
Furthermore, the analogue problem replacing the average distance by the p-Compliance functional is also interesting to consider for its own and has never been studied.
Proof. Consider a minimizing sequence K n ∈ A of admissible sets such that
Since Ω is bounded, according to Blaschke theorem we can assume that, up to a subsequence (not relabelled), K n converges to a compact set K ⊆ Ω for the Hausdorff distance. It is then very classical, using the convexity of K n , that K → P er(K) and K → V ol(K) are semicontinuous with respect to this convergence. Then the Hausdorff convergence ensures that dist(x, K n ) converge to dist(x, K) pointwise and since x → dist(x, K n ) are Lipschitz with uniform constant we deduce that dist(x, K n ) converges to dist(x, K) uniformly in x. Thus passing to the limit in Ω dist(x, K n )dµ we have that K is a minimizer. Finally, in order to prove that K is convex it suffice to prove that its interior is convex. Let x and y be two points in the interior of K. Then, since the K n are convex the convergence for the Hausdorff distance implies the convergence in the sense of compacts, which says that for n large enough, x and y belong to all the sets K n . Then by convexity of the K n this means that the segment [x, y] belongs to all the K n for n large enough and so [x, y] ⊆ K. Observe that in the case λ 1 > 0 and λ 2 = 0 (volume penalization only), if we remove the convexity constraint, then the infimum of the average distance is zero, and is achieved taking a sequence of sets composed by a union of more and more disjoints balls of infinitesimal radius that spread almost everywhere (commonly referred as "homogenization").
The following interesting remark was communicated to us by Jimmy Lamboley, and says that the convexity constraint can be removed for the problem penalized by the perimeter. It shows in particular that the problem with volume or perimeter penalization are two substantially different problems.
Remark 4. (Uselessness of convexity constraint for the problem penalized by the perimeter in dimension 2). If N = 2 then it is well known that P er(C(K)) ≤ P er(K), where C(K) is the convex hull of K. On the other hand it is clear that F(C(K)) ≤ F(K). Therefore, in the case when Ω is convex, the problem min{F(K) + λ 2 
Minimizing among disks
Let Ω be convex, let x 0 ∈ Ω and let f (θ), θ ∈ [0, 2π), be the polar representation of ∂Ω with respect to x 0 . Consider the problem of finding the best disk B r (x 0 ) centered at x 0 for the functional
Hence,
The optimal radius is thereforē
For instance, if Ω = B 1 (x 0 ) we see that
As a consequence,r = 1 for λ 1 = 0 (obvious, without constraints the optimal set is Ω itself), and when λ 1 is increased,r decreases to 0. Larger values of λ 1 mean that we search for small volume sets.
Remark 5.
After the more general analysis of the next sections, we will actually be able to say that a circle is never a minimizer of F(·) + λ 1 V ol(·), independently of the shape of Ω. Some heuristics in this direction are also contained in the next proposition.
Breaking the symmetry
The following intuitive argument was suggested by G. Buttazzo, and seems to say that the minimizers with volume constraint tend to break the symmetry of the problem in order to decrease the average distance functional. The idea is to consider minimizers with infinitesimal volume.
Proposition 6. Let µ = L 2 and λ 2 = 0 (that is, we consider the problem with only volume penalization). Let Ω := B(0, 1) be the unit ball in R 2 . Then a long segment has better average distance than a small concentric ball.
Proof. Intuitively the proposition is quite clear, but let us check it with explicit computations. Consider first the convex set K := B(0, ε) for a small ε. Then
Now we take as a competitor the diameter S := [−1, 1] × {0} of zero volume. Then a simple computation yields
Since for ε small
, we see that the segment does much better than a small ball, even with strictly less volume.
Remark 7.
Notice that this phenomenon is less obvious while minimizing with perimeter constraint. This is why the problem with only volume constraint is preferred by the authors than the one with only perimeter constraint, because of the tendency to break the symmetry of Ω which is quite intriguing.
Convex sets as minimizers with both perimeter and volume constraints
Here we prove using an argument from Tilli [21] that under both perimeter and volume constraint, any convex set is a minimizer.
Proof. We recall that for every convex set K ⊆ R 2 the following standard equality holds
The equality (2.1) is well-known and usually referred as the Steiner-Minkowski formula (see eg. Theorem 3.2.35 page 271 of [11] ). A way to prove it is to establish (2.1) first when K is a polygon and then approximate a convex set uniformly by a sequence of polygons and pass to the limit.
Let now K ⊆ Ω T be a convex set such that P er(K) = and V ol(K) = V . Let also D T := diam(Ω T ). Reasoning as Tilli (see [21] ) in his proof of minimality of C 1, 1 curves for the classic average distance problem, we make use of the slicing formula and obtain
Here we exploited (2.1) together with the obvious inequality
holding for any s ≥ 0. But this inequality is an equality, for any s, if and only if
we have equality also in (2.2) and the proof is concluded.
Remark 9.
Notice that when K 0 is a ball, then no other convex competitor but this ball has same volume and perimeter. However, when K 0 is not a ball we believe that the class of convex sets with exactly same perimeter and volume is large enough to bring some interest in Theorem 8.
Remark 10. The link with Problem (1.2) is that λ 1 and λ 2 should be the appropriate Lagrange multipliers associated with the problem of Theorem 8 where we minimize over the class of convex sets with restricted perimeter and area. On the other hand a rigorous proof of the equivalence between the two problems (restricted one and penalized one) is not available at the moment and would need further work.
Higher order analysis
In this section we are going to perform a second order expansion of the average distance along smooth vector fields. We prefer to develop this argument in a more general setting, considering average distance from a compact connected H 1 -rectifiable set Σ, not necessarily the boundary of a convex set. In Section 4 we will give an application to problem (1.2).
It is necessary to introduce some more notation. Let Σ be as above. Given a point x ∈ Ω, we denote by π Σ (x) its projection on the set Σ, so that
Of course, there can be points where the projection map π Σ is not single-valued. These correspond to points of non differentiability of the distance function from Σ. The set of these points is called the Ridge set of Σ and is denoted by R Σ . Hence
It is well-known that if Σ is the boundary of a convex set K, there is R Σ ⊆ K (the set K has "infinite reach", in the terminology of [10] ). We recall that the map 
. We also refer to [9] for a general discussion about the regularity of the distance function, with respect to the regularity of Σ.
Let Φ ε : R 2 → R 2 denote the one parameter group of diffeomorphisms defined by
where
Our goal is to approximate, given x ∈ Ω, the quantity dist(x, Σ ε )
at the different orders with respect to ε.
The first order term is already known (see [1, 4] ). Indeed, there is
This formula does not make sense for any x, since ∇dist(x, Σ) is well defined only if x does not belong to R Σ . But the distance function is Lipschitz, so that ∇dist defines a L ∞ function. Therefore we can also state
The integral is well defined as soon as µ does not charge the Ridge set (of course the Lebesgue measure will work). We stress that the above formula holds for any closed connected set Σ, as shown in [4] .
Remark 11. When performing the second order approximation, we will need tangent and normal vectors to Σ. Therefore, it seems not possible to avoid a C 2 regularity assumption for Σ. One could possibly work in the C 1, 1 case, with right and left curvatures. But even for smooth curves, it is well-known that the second derivatives of x → dist(x, Σ) are in general not bounded, the problem arising again because of the Ridge set. A sufficient condition for our computations to make sense will be x / ∈ R Σ . But we stress that, when taking the second derivative in ε along the diffeomorphism (3.1), outside R Σ , in principle we expect to find an unbounded function. For a C 3 curve, it is shown in [15, §4] that R Σ is a H 1 -rectifiable set, but the same property is not known for the C 2 case. In [15] it is also shown that the closure of the Ridge set can have positive L 2 measure in the C 1, 1 case. These remarks show that, unlike the case of the first derivative (3.2), in general it will not be possible to integrate the second order derivative
By the way, this problem does not happen when Σ = ∂K, where K is a convex set, and we integrate on Ω \ K, as in (1.1). Indeed, the infinite-reach property ensures that dist is more regular outside K. Analogously, in the C 2 case one could integrate
at ε = 0 against the Lebesgue measure over a small neighborhood of Σ, since the tubular neighborhood property ensures that the second derivatives are bounded therein. Indeed, by the regularity in the tubular neighborhood, it is enough to take a smaller neighborhood to have bounded second derivatives.
Let us begin the computations assuming that Σ is a smooth curve. We denote its arc-
, where f 1 is the tangent unit vector and f 2 is normal and directed to the center of curvature. The set Σ ε is itself a smooth curve whose parametrization f ε (t) is given as
is a point where the minimum is achieved, then the circle with radius dist(x, Σ ε ), centered at x, is tangent to the curve Σ ε itself. Hence, if ∂ t f ε (t) represents the tangent vector of f ε (t) at the pointt, there is
Since we are searching for a Taylor approximation of dist(x, Σ) in terms of ε, we search for a minimizert =t ε of the formt
Suppose, without loss of generality, that f (0) = π Σ (x), and let x 0 denote this point. Notice that at the order zero, the solution of equation (3.4) is of course t = 0, since the point satisfying that orthogonality condition is x 0 itself. We immediately deduce t 0 = 0, so that we can let the sum in (3.5) start from n = 1. For the computation, we need also the expansions of f and X. We have
where ⊗ denotes the suitable order tensorial product and (·) ⊗j represents the j-th power with respect to such product. Notice that our conventions give f 0 = x 0 , hence composing the two expansions we have
which we conveniently rewrite as a simple series as
Here, each coefficient g k is a vector which can be written as a finite sum involving the f i 's and the X j 's, and whose expression might be found by induction. For instance we have
Hence we get
Let us now write the desired Taylor expansion. Taking advantage of (3.3) and (3.8), we have
We write explicitly the form of the second order approximation. From the relation above we deduce
Since f 0 = x 0 by convention, and since f 1 is the tangent unit vector to f (t) at the point t = 0, it is clear that the scalar product x − f 0 , f 1 vanishes (this is the 0-th order condition). We are left with
We pass to the square root, and making use of the elementary relation
we get
(3.10) At the first order, we recover the already known approximation (3.2) of [1, 4] . This shows that Φ ε (π Σ (x)) is a good approximation of π Σ ε (x) at the first order, which is the underlying fact for the arguments therein. As already remarked, the first order approximation does not involve Taylor expansions of t → f (t) and X, so that it holds without any regularity assumption. We can now rewrite the optimality condition (3.4) inserting the expansions, and we obtain
The coefficients t n are found using this formula together with (3.5), yielding the condition
One has to compare the coefficients of the different powers of ε. We have already observed that t 0 = 0. At the first order, the relation above is
We get, using the 0-th order condition x − f 0 , f 1 = 0,
Now we have to be careful, because the denominator can vanish. With the next proposition, we show that the condition x / ∈ R Σ ensures that this is not the case. For the proof, we need to define the 'cut locus' of the set Σ. We say that x ∈ Ω belongs the cut locus of a C 1, 1 curve Σ if there exists x 0 ∈ Σ such that the half line from x 0 through x is normal to Σ and for y belonging to the same half line we have dist(y, Σ) = dist(y, x 0 ) if and only if dist(x, x 0 ) ≥ dist(y, x 0 ). In this case, we write x ∈ C Σ . The cut locus is a standard object in Riemaniann geometry, we refer to the texts on this subject. Roughly speaking, it is the set of points where geodesics from a set Σ minimize 'for the last time' the distance from Σ. In Euclidean context, minimizing geodesics are normal segments.
Proof. First of all, since x / ∈ R Σ , the projection π Σ (x) = x 0 is well defined. We have to consider all the points which are projected on x 0 , which of course lie on the normal line to Σ from x 0 , and to see for which of these points there holds x − x 0 , f (0) = 1. Indeed, since f (0) is a normal vector whose length is the curvature at t = 0, this happens precisely when x is the center of the osculating circle at x 0 , which we denote by x 1 . Let us denote by ν the unit direction of the half line from x 0 through x 1 . We parametrize it as x(s) = x 0 + (dist(x 0 , x 1 ))sν, s ∈ [0, +∞), so that indeed x(1) = x 1 . It is clear that if π Σ (x(s)) = x 0 for some s ≤ 1, then x 1 itself can not be projected on x 0 . Hence in this case all the points x which are projected on x 0 have the property
It remains to consider the case in which all the points x(s), s ≤ 1, are projected on x 0 . But by the very definition of osculating circle, in this case all the points x(s) with s > 1 are no more projected on x 0 . This means that x ∈ C Σ , and it is shown in [15, Proposition 4.8] that for C 2 curves there holds C Σ = R Σ . This concludes the proof.
With this, we have at our disposal the full expression of the second order approximation of dist(x, Σ ε ). Since f and f appear in (3.10)-(3.11), we can consider a C 2 curve Σ.
Lemma 13. Let x ∈ Ω \ R Σ and let Σ be a C 2 curve in a neighborhood of π Σ (x). Let Φ ε be as (3.1) and Σ ε = Φ ε (Σ). Let moreover f denote the usual arc-length parametrization of Σ,
where the coefficients are given by
(3.13)
Proof. We see that A 0 Σ, X , A 1 Σ, X come directly from (3.10). We have to compute A 2 Σ, X . In the following computations, we keep the more compact notation in terms of f i , g i and x 0 . We also let X n and X τ denote respectively the normal and tangent components of X. Moreover, we use the following obvious facts:
Let us consider (3.10) and rearrange the second order terms therein. Recall the the expression for the coefficient t 1 is (3.11). We have
This is the desired expression of the second derivative.
Notice that the second order coefficient in (3.13) could be written also as
From this formula it is clear that A 2 Σ, X is finite for dist(x, Σ) → 0.
Let us see how this approximation works in some particular situation. First of all, in the case of a normal vector field X to Σ, we are left with
. (3.14)
In the case of a flat curve, f 2 = 0 and we have the following 
Proof. We simply need to see how Lemma 13 reduces in this case. Let us fix a reference orthonormal basis, with origin in π Σ (x), an axis parallel to Σ F and the other one normal to it, pointing towards the half-plane containing x. Σ is C 2 in a neighborhood of π Σ (x), since this point is in the relative interior of Σ F . Let t → f (t) be the arc-length parametrization of Σ F . In the reference basis, for the Taylor expansion (3.6) we have f 1 = f (0) = (1, 0) and
Hence, from (3.13) and (3.14) we have
which is the thesis.
Remark 15. Notice that in the case of Proposition 14 the denominator in the second order coefficient is distant from 0. In the regions where this happens, we could also integrate the expansion of dist(x, Σ), for instance with µ = L 2 . The same situation occurs when taking the second derivative of functional (1.1) (recall the discussion in Remark 11). Indeed, since K is convex and x ∈ Ω \ K, the vectors x − π Σ (x) and f 2 have opposite verse, hence we have
Then, for any finite measure µ over Ω, it makes sense to write
(3.16)
Here K ε = Φ ε (K) and Σ = ∂K, with the usual diffeomorphism (3.1), whereas the unit tangent vector f 1 and the normal vector f 2 are understood to be computed in correspondence of the point π Σ (x).
Till the end of this section, we keep the notation of the above remark. K is a convex set, Σ := ∂K has C 2 regularity and µ is chosen to be the Lebesgue measure L 2 . For the description of Σ, we refer to the notation of Lemma 13, with the usual parametrization t → f (t). We also let n denote the unit outward normal, so that with respect to the parametrization there is n = n(t) = − f 2 (t) |f 2 (t)| . Moreover, Σ ε := ∂K ε , where K ε = Φ ε (K) and Φ ε is given by (3.1). Notice that, since
we may write F according to the following notation:
(3.17) Here the sign takes into account that the vector field X might push a point x ∈ Σ outside or inside K, depending on the sign of its scalar product with the outward unit normal at x.
Proposition 16. There holds
Proof. It is clear that F 2 (K ε ) → 0 as ε → 0. We also claim that such term gives no contribution to the first order. Indeed, it is well known (see for instance [12] ) that
19) so that we are also bounding the second derivative of F 2 (K ε ). As a consequence, at first order we only have the contribution of F 1 , for which we take the Taylor expansion given by Lemma 13 and simply integrate over Ω \ K: after Remark 15, we know that the integrals of the first and second order term make sense on Ω \ K. The thesis is achieved.
Remark 17. (First order necessary conditions).
Standard necessary conditions for optimality in problem (1.2) are obtained computing the derivatives of the terms therein. The first derivatives of volume and perimeter under variations along smooth vector fields are well known (see for instance [4, 12] ). Together with (3.18), they give the following first order conditions for a minimizer K ⊆ Ω. In the case of perimeter penalization, the set K has to satisfy
for any smooth and compactly supported vector field X, where H denotes the mean curvature of ∂K. For the case of volume penalization, the strictly convex set K has to satisfy
for any smooth and compactly supported vector field X. In the latter case, we have to consider the additional convexity constraint, as already discussed (see Remark 4) . Hence, in such case we have to restrict to vector fields which keep the set convex. Indeed we can consider any X if K is a strictly convex set. Otherwise, one has to be careful because if K is convex, but not strictly convex, in general only unilateral variations are allowed, yielding a first order condition with inequality only. We will come back to this issue later in Section 5.
In order to complete the discussion, we end the section with the computation of the second derivative of functional F. For simplicity, and in view of the applications in the subsequent sections, we restrict to the case of normal vector fields X.
Theorem 18. (Second derivative of F with respect to a normal variation).
Let Φ ε = Id + εX with a vector field X which is assumed to be normal to ∂K (i.e. X(f (t)), f 1 (t) = 0).
Then there holds
Proof. We write as before
with F 1 and F 2 given by (3.17) and Σ ε = ∂K ε . By the dominated convergence theorem one gets
Recall that the definition of G is (3.16), and here it is reduced to the simpler expression G n by the fact that X is a normal vector field.
Now we claim that for all
To prove the claim notice first that dist(x, Σ ε ) ≤ dist(x, Φ ε (π ∂K (x))), thus it is enough to prove the reverse inequality. Let x ε := Φ ε (π ∂K (x)) and z ε = π Σ ε (x). By the triangle inequality, we are reduce to prove that dist(z ε , x ε ) = o(ε). But this directly comes from the calculus in the first part of this section. Indeed, using the same notation (see (3.3)-(3.8)), there holds
where f 1 is the unit tangent vector at point π Σ (x) and t 1 is given by (3.11) . Since x ∈ K K ε , it satisfies
where C depends only on the curvature of Σ, and (3.23) is therefore true. Now in order to compute the value of F 2 (K ε ) we decompose the domain K K ε in two parts
Let us consider the integral on
→ ∂K be the parametrization by arc length in correspondence of one connected component of ( X, n
and consider the mapping
|f 2 (t)| is the unit outward normal vector at point f (t). The mapping ϕ is a diffeomorphism from ϕ −1 (A ε ) to A ε . Since f 1 (t) is the unit tangent vector at point f (t) and n(t) = −H(t)f 1 (t), where H(t) is the curvature of the curve f (t), we have that Dϕ is the matrix with columns (1−γ(t)y)f 1 (t) and n(t). Therefore, |JΦ|(t, y) = |1−H(t)y| = 1−H(t)y for ε small enough. Thus using (3.23) and a change of variable we get
Arguing on each connected component, and using the same argument for ( X, n
The proof is concluded.
In order to obtain second order necessary conditions for minimality, of course we ask the second derivative of F(·) + λ 1 V ol(·) + λ 2 P er(·) to be nonnegative. Again, the second derivatives of P er(K ε ) and V ol(K ε ) might be deduced from the general theory of [12, Chapter 5] . For the derivatives of the perimeter, see also [19] . Here we are restricting to the particular case of normal vector fields.
Corollary 19. (Second order necessary conditions). In the problem with perimeter penalization, for a C 2 set K ⊆ Ω satisfying (3.20), a second order minimality condition is
for any normal vector field X. In the problem with volume penalization, for a strictly convex
for any normal vector field X.
Exclusion of strictly convex C

2
-points for the volume penalized problem Definition 20. Let K ⊆ R 2 be convex. We will say that x 0 ∈ ∂K is a strictly convex C 2 -point if x 0 ∈ Ω ∩ ∂K, ∂K is C 2 -regular in a neighborhood of x 0 and the curvature of K at x 0 is positive.
Theorem 21.
Assume that K is a minimizer for Problem (1.2) with λ 1 > 0 and λ 2 = 0. Then ∂K has no strictly convex C 2 -points.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that such a point x 0 ∈ K exists. In a small enough neighborhood V (x 0 ) of x 0 we know that ∂K is a graph. Let us consider a system of coordinates where x 0 is the origin, the x axis and the y axes are respectively tangent and normal to ∂K at x 0 and
for some C 2 function f : [−1, 1] → R − and a suitable α 0 > 0. We have f (0) = 0 and we also can assume without loss of generality (taking a small enough α 0 ) that
for a given small δ, so that ∂K ∩ V (x 0 ) is almost of constant curvature. Therefore f (x) is very close to the graph of x → f (0) 
Let us now consider a smooth vector field X :
, normal to ∂K. Then we consider the set K ε := (Id + εX)(K), which remain convex for ε small enough because f (0) = 0 by assumption. In this situation, (3.2) directly says that
where π K (x) 1 is the first coordinate of the projected point π K (x) and ∂ τ denotes the tangential derivative. The derivative of V ol(K ε ) is well known (see [12, chapter 5] ): we have
as already seen in (3.21) and (3.26) , where H is the mean curvature. Therefore, the first order condition gives
and the second order condition implies
To prove the Theorem we will show that (4.2) and (4.3) cannot be verified for every choices of X. Let α < α 0 . Let Γ α := ∂K ∩ [−α/2, α/2] × R and take a particular family of smooth vector fields X α satisfying
for some positive constants C 1 and C 2 . Here α > 0 is a small number, and since b is defined by (4.1), we see that the requests i), ii) and iii) are compatible.
Next, recalling that |f (x)| ≤ |f (0)| + δ, by i) and iii) we deduce that
5) where C 3 is a new positive constant, which depends only on K and δ. We claim that this last term is negative provided α is small enough. Indeed we have
where C 4 is another suitable positive constant, depending only on Ω, K and the mean value of the integrand (which itself depends only on K). Thus the last term in (4.5) is smaller than
which is clearly negative for α small enough, and the Theorem is proved.
Remark 22. (The case of Perimeter penalization). In this case, the first and second order derivatives of the perimeter (see [12] ), appearing in (3.20) and (3.25), are
As a consequence the analogue of (4.5) would contain two terms of same order which prevents us to exclude strictly convex points with the same method.
The case of polygons
In the previous section we saw that minimizers cannot admit strictly convex points at their boundary. Therefore, it is natural to consider the question whether a polygon could be a minimizer or not. We begin with the following proposition about the problem with perimeter constraint only, coming from a first order argument.
Lemma 23. A polygon compactly contained in Ω is never a minimizer for the Problem
Proof. We denote by e 1 and e 2 the two unit vectors associated with the axis of R 2 . A generic point x ∈ R 2 will have coordinates x = (x, y). Let K be a polygon and S be one of its edges. By scale and rotation invariance we can assume without loss of generality that S is the interval [0, 1] × {0} and K is below the first axis, i.e. K ⊆ {y ≤ 0}. Notice that from Remark 4 we are allowed to take any competitor for K, not necessarily convex.
Then we define the vector field X normal to S by setting first
and then X := ψX where ψ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R 2 , R) is a cut-off function which is equal to 1 in a neighborhood of S. We denote as usual Φ ε := Id + εX and K ε := Φ ε (K). Notice that the only part of ∂K that is moved by Φ ε is the edge S. All the rest of the polygon remains the same.
We have that
Next let us see what happens with the average distance. Let us define
f Ω (t) := sup{y; (t, y) ∈ Ω}.
Then by [4] (or (3.2)) we infer that
Joining together the previous computations, if the polygon was a minimizer for the problem (1.2) we would have at first order that
We see that the polygon cannot satisfy the first order condition in the case of perimeter penalization.
Remark 24. Actually the proof of Proposition 23 excludes any "flat part" on the boundary of a minimizer K for the functional F(K) + λ 2 P er(K), provided this flat part does not touch the boundary of Ω.
Remark 25. About the problem with volume constraint (i.e. λ 1 > 0 and λ 2 = 0), in the situation of Proposition 23 it is clear that there is
But this time, since we are only allowed to take unilateral variations (since we have to keep convexity for a non strictly convex set), the first order condition of Proposition 23 would be only an inequality:
When the inequality is strict, no second order condition is possible for this particular variation. On the other hand the following proposition provides an example of a polygon and a variation which satisfy both first and second order condition for the problem with volume constraint. 
Proposition 26. (First and second order variation of squares for side translation).
Consider the problem with volume penalization (that is
For the average distance, from [4] (or (3.2)) we deduce that
is the angle between x − π K (x) and the second unit vector e 2 . In particular the first order condition is
Now assume that K is stationary for this deformation, i.e. that λ 1 verifies equality (5.3). We also check with some computations that K satisfies the second order condition. We will not make use of the general formulas of Section 3, since we do not have a smooth enough set
By this way all the points in Ω \ (K ε ∪ A ε ∪ B ε ∪ C ε ) are still projected on the same point belonging to K and we only need to compute the variations of the distance functional on A ε ∪ B ε ∪ C ε . In the following, we will compute the right derivative, i.e. we will consider the case ε > 0. The computation of the left second derivative is substantially analogous, we will omit the details, and of course its value is the same we are going to obtain for the second order right derivative.
We begin with the contribution of points in A ε . They are all projected on K ε ∩ {y = −ε} which leads to
and therefore
Next we claim that the integral on C ε is of order higher than ε 2 . Indeed, for each point in C ε , using Pythagoras and the equality
as ε ↓ 0, since |y| ≤ ε. By this fact, together with the integrability of 1 |x| in two dimensions, we see that integrating over the region C ε , whose volume is of order ε, there is
where Q Ω is a suitable constant depending only on Ω. We see that there is no second order term:
It remains to count the contribution on the domain B ε . Notice that B ε does not depend on ε for ε > 0, and is equal to B 0 := {(x, y) ∈ Ω : x / ∈ [0, 1], y ≥ 0}. Let us consider first the domain B ε ∩ {x < 0}, the domain B ε ∩ {x > 0} can be treated the same way. If
Next, making use of (3.9) a simple computation yields
and the same holds for B ε ∩ {x > 0}, from which we obtain that 
which proves that the second order minimality condition is fulfilled.
Remark 27. The above proposition actually proves that, in comparison with rectangles, only the square is a local minimizer in its ε-neighborhood. Indeed, if the edges have different length, a rectangle could not satisfy the first order condition (5.3) in its ε-neighborhood for translation of each edge. We could probably do the same for any regular polygon but the case of the rectangle is much simpler because of the orthogonality at the corners. Of course the previous proposition does not prove that regular polygons are minimizers, but that they are local minimizers for the considered class of variations.
Approximation by Gamma-convergence
In this last section we approximate the functional in (1.1) by a certain family of elliptic functionals, in view of numerical computations, as for eg. Ambrosio and Tortorelli [2] did for the Mumford-Shah functional. For this purpose we will use the result of Buttazzo and Santambrogio [7] , which says that the average distance functional can be obtained as the limit when p → +∞ of the p-Compliance functional. We will also use the seminal work of Modica and Mortola [16] for the perimeter term.
In the sequel Ω will denote a bounded domain of R 2 . For any p > 1, ϕ ∈ L ∞ (Ω) and λ > 0, we denote by u ϕ,λ,p the unique solution u ∈ W 1,p (Ω) of the problem
The solution u ϕ,λ,p can be obtained for instance by minimizing the energy
As a first step to approximate our minimization problem we begin with the following Γ-convergence result which is a little inspired from a Lemma given without proof in [7, Lemma 7] .
Proposition 28. Let ϕ ε : Ω → R + be some nonnegative measurable bounded functions converging to some ϕ ∈ L ∞ (Ω) when ε → 0, and assume also that p ε → +∞. Then the family of functionals E ϕ ε ,λ,p ε Γ-converges in L 2 to the functional
Proof. The limsup inequality is fairly simple. Let u ∈ W 1,∞ with ∇u ∞ ≤ 1 be given. We have to find a recovery sequence u ε converging to u in L 2 and such that lim sup
We simply take the identically constant sequence u ε = u. Since |∇u| ≤ 1 we easily obtain that 1
Therefore, since
we conclude taking the limsup, actually proving (6.2) with an equality. Now to prove the liminf inequality, we consider a sequence u ε → u in L 2 . We have to prove that
We claim that u ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω). To see this observe first that
Therefore, using the semicontinuity of u → |∇u| q with respect to the weak convergence and Hölder inequality, we can compute for any fixed exponent q,
The last inequality holds for any large q. Now taking q → +∞ yields
which proves both that u ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω) and ∇u ∞ ≤ 1 (notice that u ∈ L ∞ by the Sobolev inequality). Therefore, by definition of E ϕ,λ (u) we have that E ϕ,λ (u) = − Ω u + λ Ω ϕu 2 and passing to the liminf while
which proves (6.3).
We will also need the following proposition.
Then K is also convex and denoting u λ the minimizer of
Proof. Firstly notice that since the sets K λ are convex, the convergence of the characteristic functions in L 2 implies the convergence of K λ for the Hausdorff distance and in the sense of compacts, thus it follows that K must be convex. To prove the proposition it is enough to prove that E λ := E χ K λ ,λ (as defined in (6.1)) Γ-converges in the uniform topology, to the functional
Indeed, the minimizer of E ∞ is exactly x → dist(x, K).
The limsup inequality is easy, taking u λ := uχ Ω\K λ as a recovery sequence we have that u λ converges to u in L ∞ and
thus taking the limsup we directly get
Now for the liminf inequality, assume that u λ is a sequence that converges uniformly to u ∈ L ∞ . Then since K λ converges to K is Hausdorff distance, taking the limit in λ K λ u 2 λ , which is uniformly bounded in λ, it is easy to see that u = 0 a.e. on K. Moreover by the uniform convergence we obtain that u is Lipschitz and ∇u ∞ ≤ 1. Therefore taking the liminf in E λ (u λ ) we get the desired inequality that finishes the proof of the Proposition.
Remark 30. We could change the convexity assumption in Proposition 29 into some different one like for instance uniformly Lipschitz domains, and still get the Γ-convergence result.
Next we define the following functionals where u K,λ is defined as the minimizer for E χ K ,λ (defined in (6.1)). Finally we define Remark 32. It is not clear wether one could let λ depend on ε and pass to the limit only a single time instead of letting first ε → 0 and then λ → +∞, separately. Indeed, such a "uniform" Γ-convergence result would need the convergence of solutions u ϕ ε ,λ ε ,p(ε) to the solution u ϕ,∞,∞ . This convergence holds provided the rate of convergence of ϕ ε to ϕ is fast enough compared to the convergence of λ ε to +∞. Otherwise the Γ-limit, that can be characterized using capacitary measures, could be different from the one we would expect. It is therefore difficult to find a proper dependance of λ with respect to ε to make this convergence true for any ϕ ε → ϕ, that have a uniform bound of F ε (ϕ ε ), say (this would be needed in the proof of the Γ-liminf). This is somehow not a real problem in view of numerical computations. Indeed, to approximate the average distance functional F 0,∞ one should first fix a very large λ and then minimize F ε,λ for some ε small. Our convergence result guaranties that for ε small enough, we will approximate F 0,∞ , at least as much as F 0,λ does.
Remark 33. For the second convergence we need to restrict the class to convex sets only. This is not convenient for numerical computations because it is difficult to implement any topological or convexity constraint with the computer.
Proof of Theorem 31 (first convergence).
We prove first the liminf inequality. Let ϕ ε be a sequence of functions converging to ϕ in L 2 . We want to prove that
Without loss of generality we may assume that the liminf is finite and is a real limit. Since λ 2 = 0 we know that Ω W (ϕε) ε is bounded by a uniform constant, thus passing to the limit we deduce that Ω W (ϕ) = 0 thus ϕ = χ K a.e. for some set K. By [16] we already know ϕ ∈ BV (Ω) and that lim inf
It is also clear that
Therefore to prove the liminf inequality it is enough to prove that lim inf
where we set p ε := 1/ε and u K,λ is the minimizer of E χ K ,λ (as defined in (6.1)). But this is a direct consequence of Lemma 28, which precisely says that u ϕ ε ,λ,p ε converges to u K,λ in L 2 , yielding an equality in (6.6).
Let us now prove the limsup inequality. Let ϕ = χ K be fixed. By Modica and Mortola's result and standard approximation by polygonal domains we know that there exists a sequence ϕ ε that converges to ϕ in L 2 and such that lim sup
Since ϕ ε converges in L 2 it is clear that Ω ϕ ε → |K|.
Then it remains to prove the convergence of the p-compliance term, and this again directly comes from Proposition 28 as in the proof of the Γ-liminf.
Proof of Theorem 31 (second convergence).
We prove first the liminf inequality. Let ϕ λ = χ K λ be a sequence of characteristic functions converging to ϕ = χ K in L 2 , with K λ and K convex. Then by convexity of K λ it is well known that the volume and perimeter are continuous with respect to this convergence. It is therefore enough to prove that
and this follows from Proposition 29.
The limsup also directly follows from Proposition 29 in an even weaker form, taking as a recovery sequence for a convex set K the identically constant sequence χ K .
